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Best Performing Golf Mat For Driving Ranges 
Golf Courses and Country Clubs
n Golfers no longer have to settle for static range mats that 

don’t react the same way grass does.
n The patented design has a sliding turf tray that allows 

golfers to hit down-and-through and compress the ball, 
accurately simulating ball flight and the feel of carving out 
a divot after striking the ball.

n FairwayPro is the closest thing to hitting off fairway ever  
developed while providing the most forgiving surface,  
reducing the punishment from fat shots.

n Best choice for discriminating golfers who 
want true feedback while practicing 
on artificial turf.

n Endorsed by GOLF® Magazine 
Top 100 Golf Teachers.

n Great for shaping shots 
and short game 

Sliding Turf Tray Assembly
Turf tray/spring chasis is a single intagrated unit and can be removed with  
security key from base for maintenance or reconfiguration for left-handed golfers.

Because the turf tray slides 
forward, the turf is subject 
to much less wear and 
tear as it does not take the 
brunt of the club impact. 
Turf can easily and  
inexpensively be  
replaced.

Rugged spring chassis features 
stainless-steel compression springs for 

smooth forward action and  
immediate retraction.
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FairwayPro is recommended by  
leading orthopedic surgeons to
reduce joint stress. 

Take it to the driving range, or use it at home.

TAKE
CONTROL
WHEREVER
YOU PRACTICE

Handle and 
panel assembly 
is detachable 
and can be 
reversed for 
left-handed 
golfers

Panel folds under range mat for 
added stability

U.S. patents 6,994,634 and 7,384,346.  Other U.S. and international patents pending.

FairwayPro gives truer feedback on your golf shots. With range mats, when you hit  
behind the ball, the club may still bounce off the hard surface into the ball, and the ball 
takes off as if you’ve executed a good hit.  With FairwayPro, you’ll know if you’ve hit 
behind the ball because the impact will cause the turf tray to start sliding forward and 
the club head will hit the ball with much less force. The ball flight will be affected when 
you hit a bad shot on FairwayPro, as it would on real grass.

FairwayPro is manufactured with the finest materials, including high-strength 
aircraft aluminum, for lightweight and strength

Golf is a game that is played on grass. That’s why FairwayPro is engineered to enable golfers to hit down-and-through, as on 
natural turf, while practicing at the driving range or at home. It’s a brand-new way to practice golf, and you just might find it 
as enjoyable as playing a round of golf!
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